ENTERTAINMENT...

New for 2005 Gulf Stream introduces the cabover swivel 20" television. The swivel action allows the television to be pointed towards the living area for viewing and then securely stored out of the way during travel or to accommodate for more cabover sleeping area.

SPACIOUS LIVING...

The living area of the Endura Max™ Toyhauler supplies more quality living features than any other towable or motorized unit of its kind. All furniture features Gulf Stream Comfort Fit construction and easy-to-clean upholstery. The dinette offers the option to convert into a secondary sleeping area to complement the Cabover sleeping area.

FUNCTIONAL BATH...

The bathroom in this one of a kind motorhome is efficiently designed to cut down on floorspace used yet provides enough room to move about and prepare for the long day of fun ahead of you. Shower stall includes sky light to provide natural light and added headroom.

GALLEY CONVENIENCE...

Our wide-open galleys offer all the comforts of your kitchen at home. 3-door, high performance refrigerator and large convection microwave. You will be able to prepare any of your family's favorite meals.
Enjoy the outdoors without the bugs.

Garage Door
Electric Roll up safety storage
Sentry Light Gate
Sentry Sensors on Gate
1,600 lb Rated Lift Gate

Optional Jack Knife couches.

Escape hatch
Interior dressing and toilet access with on board restrooms and easy access of the accessible living area, with two accessible storage cabinets and the endless storage above rear storage.

Who said you can't take it with you?

Experience side and hostile free.

Auto-strike and the making your loading and unloading easy.

4-wheeler or golf cart more secure area than the nearest competitor.

The electronic lift gate gives you 30 percent larger in the industry.

5' wide and over 1' deep making it one of the leading garage roof systems today.

Warranty on the Endura.
Exclusively brought to you by Gulf Stream Coach

Chevy Roddy Chassis

Endura

STABIL-RIDE Suspension System

SUPERIOR TOWING CAPACITY 26,000 GCWR

- Up to 2,700 lbs. cargo carrying capacity
- Intense 19,500 lb. GVWR

Ergonomically spaced steps

Rust-protective coating on frame

Multi-leaf suspension

Superior straight-line stability

The best live at home. The optional stabil-ride suspension system helps stabilize the vehicle with reduced body sway and provides enjoyable smooth rides.
The best-in-class turning radius is 35.5 feet, which allows for easy maneuverability.

**Visibility and Maneuverability**

- **Ford F-450/F-550 - Visibility At 26 Feet**
- **Chevrolet 3500 - Visibility At 13 Feet**

Negotiating a tight curve in the compacted field on a mucky city street there will be no problem.

**Automatic Transmission**

- 1000 SERIES

**Turbo Diesel Engine** (optional)

- **DuraMax 6600 V8**

**Gasoline Engine** (standard)

- **Vortec 8.1 LTR V8**

**Powerful Chevrolet**

- **Easy Access**

**Four Wheel Drive**

- **Front Bumper and Grill**

- **UP-Level Headlights**

- **Pull Forward Hood**

- **Easy Access Mirrors**

- **Breakaway Mirrors**

- **AM/FM CD Player**
- **Daytime Running Lights**
- **Driver and Passenger Airbags**
- **19.5" Tires**
- **10,000 lb. Hitch Rating**
For More Detailed Information...

WWW.GULFSTREAMRV.COM

...and you will find the exceptional value of a Gulf Stream Motorhome.

Gulf Stream's commitment to customer expectations sets us apart from the competition. Our high-quality products are manufactured with precision and attention to detail, ensuring quality and efficiency. As a result, Gulf Stream is the leading recreational vehicle manufacturer, producing over 20 manufacturing facilities with over 1.5 million square feet of state-of-the-art Gulf Stream facilities. Our facilities are located in the heart of the RV manufacturing industry.

Gulf Stream Facilties...